Package Design Project One
Paint Plus
Paint Plus is a new brand of household paint and painter’s products aimed at the D.I.Y. consumer who wants to
achieve quality results at a reasonable price. Paint Plus will appeal to people who may be taking on the challenge
of renovation for the first time and are unsure of what they need. They are willing to pay a little more if it will help
them complete their projects with professional results.
Paint Plus wants to have a logo developed simultaneously with the packaging for full integration of the brand.
You will create the Paint Plus identity by constructing wrappers for two paint brushes. Wrappers or covers will be
based on models presented in class. Use the two brushes to articulate how the brand will be presented on two
similar yet distinct objects. The brushes are two different sizes and must also be labelled as two different types.
Process
1. What graphic elements will be most effective in distinguishing your product/brand from the others?
-Consider color, type, graphics, image
-Research similar types of packaging: label elements, variations/additions; evaluate industry products and
packaging conventions
-What is the retail environment? “Big-Box” Home Improvement, Local Hardware Store, Department Store,
Discount Retailer? Consider brand parity; brand blocking
-Develop graphics that convey brand unity while also clarifying product variations
2. Consider the consumer.
-Research your customers
-Who is buying your product? What is it being used for? Where is this product being purchased?
-Consider how your graphics will appeal to the consumer, create brand awareness and clarify contents
-Is the story that your package will tell?
3. Think in the round.
-Develop graphics that work on a multi-faceted surface. How will you activate the front, back, sides and other
facets of the package?
-How will the package appear on the shelf? What is its relationship to the other packages of a similar product
and its competitors?
-Research and compose the required information that your product may have to convey to consumers
-Note the numerous branding elements that brush manufacturers use to accentuate the materials,
construction, and use of their brushes
4. Research/Project Development
	-Research. Analyze the design problem, research subject and audience, outline methodology.
Visit thedieline.com, conduct visual and retail audits, assemble style boards.
-Thumbnail sketches. Explore labelling ideas. What imagery, ideas do you associate with the subject? What sells?
What graphics, color, typography best expresses your concept?
-Choice/Refinement. Refine your plan. Use the computer and work to actual size. Work quickly, printing out
proofs and revising. Use both drawing and digital output at this stage. Build up models to test artwork.
-Comprehensives. Complete digital comprehensives, experimenting and working towards finals. At this point,
you are perfecting your final concept.
Final Presentation
Use both comprehensives and critique as a basis to work up completed project.
-Final presentation will be of two brush covers. Packaging should differentiate the brushes both by size
(1" and 2") and type: natural (for oil-based paints/varnishes) synthetic (for all paints)
-Additional elements such as windows, handles, tabs, etc., may be added but package must retain its
fundamental reusable form.

Project One

Schedule

Sept 6		
			

Syllabus. Introduction of Project One.
Homework: C
 onduct retail audits. Product/Context/Consumer Research.
50 thumbnail sketches of package ideas.
Create Style/Concept/Mood Boards (see example links on the class homepage)
Build refined models of brush cover with paper and cardstock;
create digital dieline
							
Discuss packaging construction strategies. Individual Critiques. Work Day.
Homework: B
 lack and white package designs.

Sept 11		
			
Sept 13		

Due Today: B
 lack and white models of brush covers for group critique. You must present three
variations of your design. Packages must be completely assembled before the beginning
of class.

Sept 18		
			

Work Day.
Homework: C
 olor Package Comprehensive.

Sept 20		

Due Today: F ull-scale color comprehensive of 1” and 2” brush covers for group critique. Packages
must be completely assembled before the beginning of class.

Sept 25		
			

Work Day.
Homework: F inal package designs due.

Sept 27		

Due Today: Package Designs Due. Submit Workbooks for Grading.

